What is Civilization?

Civilization is the state of condition of persons living and functioning together, jointly, cooperatively so that they produce and experience the benefits of so living and functioning jointly and cooperatively. The word "civilization" derives from the Roman word for "city". It implies a society involving cities, and cities involve people living and acting together, jointly, cooperatively, interactively.

That as counter-posed to people living singly or in very small units, on their own, individually, independently.

Thus civilization involves social cooperation, that is the opposite of individualism's "rugged independence" with its competitive survival of the fittest. Civilization involves joint survival via joint action. Only civilization is capable of providing improved quality of life: security, material abundance, the arts, culture, the possibility of individual fulfillment and of happiness.

Individualism pursues return to the original state, the opposite of civilization, the consequent survival competition, the state of the animals unable to function in any mode other than the competition for survival.

The future of mankind is civilization. Civilization builds on our only real biological advantage -- intelligence and rationality. Civilization implies, means, requires: society, communal action, social sharing, "socialism" and, ultimately, communism, the full cooperative sharing with our fellow persons. Human society must, and it therefore will, so become or we will regress to the animals from which we came.
To support the development of civilization is to be a civilized person. To oppose it is to be primitive, barbarian, essentially an animal.

But, what is the purpose of civilization? What is the purpose of the social structure that we create? Certainly the structure is not an end in itself. To we humans what matters is our personal and individual security, fulfillment and happiness. Therefore, the purpose of civilization must be to promote and achieve that goal.

- The society exists for its individual members -- not the individual members existing for the society.
- The economy exists for society's individual members -- not the members existing for the economy.
- The government exists for the members of society -- not the members existing for the government.